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ABSTRACT 

Ni/Al2O3 and Ni/La2O-Al2O3 catalysts were investigated for the biogas reforming reaction using CH4/CO2 

mixtures with minimal dilution. Stability tests at various reaction temperatures were conducted and 

TGA/DTG, Raman, STEM-HAADF, HR-TEM, XPS techniques were used to characterize the spent 

samples. Graphitized carbon allotrope structures, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and amorphous carbon were 

formed on all samples. Metallic Ni0 was recorded for all (XPS), whereas a strong peak corresponding to 

Ni2O3/NiAl2O4, was observed for the Ni/Al sample (650–750°C). Stability tests confirm that the Ni/LaAl 

catalyst deactivates at a more gradual rate and is more active and selective in comparison to the Ni/Al for 

all temperatures. The Ni/LaAl exhibits good durability in terms of conversion and selectivity, whereas the 

Ni/Al gradually loses its activity in CH4 and CO2 conversion, with a concomitant decrease of the H2 and 

CO yield. It can be concluded that doping Al2O3 with La2O3 stabilizes the catalyst by (a) maintaining the 

Ni0 phase during the reaction, due to higher dispersion and stronger active phase-support interactions, (b) 

leading to a less graphitic and more defective type of deposited carbon and (c) facilitating the deposited 

carbon gasification due to the enhanced CO2 adsorption on its increased surface basic sites. 

 

Keywords: biogas reforming reaction, syngas production, nickel catalysts, catalytic deactivation, carbon 

nanotubes, lanthana doping  

 



  

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well understood that human activities, emanating from current practices relating to the production 

and consumption of fossil based energy have an unequivocal impact upon the global climate. The anxiety 

caused by this realization, alongside the finite nature of the resources and issues relating to accessibility 

and affordability, have driven the development of renewable energy sources. A promising technology is 

the Dry Reforming of Methane (DRM), especially when biogas is used as the feedstock. Biogas is 

produced by the anaerobic digestion or fermentation of organic matter due to microbiological action of 

bacteria, and contains mainly CH4 and CO2 with trace amounts of H2S, NH3 and water vapor [1,2]. Thus, 

the process makes use of the main greenhouse gases and can provide a renewable resource with a 

potential zero carbon footprint. The product of this process is syngas, a key chemical feedstock for the 

synthesis of oxygenated chemicals and hydrocarbons from Fisher – Tropsch synthesis [3,4]. 

DRM (Eq. 1) is a highly endothermic reaction (ΔΗο
298=+247 kJ/mol), which is influenced by the 

simultaneous occurrence of the Reverse Water Gas Shift reaction (RWGS, Eq. 2) and results in a syngas 

ratio lower than unity [5,6]. Carbon deposition is induced by the occurrence of methane decomposition 

(or methane cracking, Eq. 3) and carbon monoxide disproportionation (or Boudouard reaction, Eq. 4). 

However, part of the carbon deposited upon the catalytic surface can be removed as CO or CO2 via 

gasification (Eq. 5) or oxidation reactions (Eqs. 6 and 7). The CO methanation reaction (Eq. 8) may also 

be considered in the puzzle of the dry reforming of methane reactions network [7,8].  

 

CH4+CO2 ↔ 2CO+2H2  (Eq. 1) 

CO2+H2 ↔ CO+H2O  (Eq. 2) 

CH4 ↔ 2H2+C (Eq. 3) 

2CO ↔ CO2+C (Eq. 4) 

C+H2O ↔ CO+H2  (Eq. 5) 

C+(1/2)O2 → CO (Eq. 6) 

C+O2 → CO2 (Eq. 7) 

CO+3H2 ↔ CH4+H2O (Eq. 8) 

 

Noble metals such as Rh, Ru, Pd, Ir and Pt have been successfully tested in the DRM [9,10] however, 

their high cost and limited availability makes their use unattractive for industrial applications [11,12]. 

Thus, research efforts are directed towards transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, etc), with nickel attracting 

considerable attention, as it is known to offer exceptional activity, especially if the Ni is highly dispersed 

on to the support [13,14]. However, nickel based systems are also known to suffer from deactivation due 

to carbon formation [15,16] and metal particle sintering due to a lack of adequate thermal stability 



  

[17,18]. Apart from a loss of dispersion (which is detrimental to catalytic activity), sintering further 

aggravates carbon deposition, as large metal ensembles stimulate coke formation [19,20].  

The carbonaceous species deposited upon the catalytic system differ in nature and structure depending on 

reaction temperature and the gas feed composition, but literature reports suggest the formation of 

amorphous and filamentous carbon (such as carbon nanofibers - CNFs and carbon nanotubes - CNTs) 

[21,22]. Often the nickel particles are found encapsulated within graphite layers, which leads to the loss 

of active metal sites hence reduced catalytic activity. Alternatively, carbon filament formation (whiskers) 

can push Ni particles on to the filament top without the expected deactivation of the Ni surface. However, 

whisker formation should be avoided as it leads to a blockage of the support’s porosity and catalyst 

breakdown, whereas extensive whiskers growth can expand the catalyst bed and plug the reactor. 

Moreover, as Ni is placed on the filament top, it is difficult to regenerate the catalytic system because the 

contact between metal and support is lost [23,24]. This deteriorates the attrition resistance of the catalyst 

and limits its applicability in fluidized catalytic reactors.    

It is generally accepted that catalytic activity depends on the nature of the support, active phase precursor, 

synthesis method and pretreatment [25,26]. Therefore oxides such as Al2O3, SiO2, La2O3, CeO2 and ZrO2 

have been used as supports for Ni based catalysts [e.g., 27-29], and transition metals (e.g., Fe, Co, Sn) 

[30,31], noble metals (eg., Ag, Pt, Pd) [32,33], lanthanide metals (e.g., La, Ce, Pr) [7,34] or alkaline earth 

metals (e.g., Sr, Ca, Ba) [35,36] have been used as additives in the supports to induce support-mediated 

promotional effects on the catalytic system. Rezaei et al. [37] reported on the effects of K2O promoter on 

the activity, stability, and coke deposition of Ni catalysts supported on mesoporous nanocrystalline 

zirconia powder with high surface area and pure tetragonal crystallite phase. The authors reported that the 

addition of K2O promoter affected the catalyst structure, increased the activity and stability, and also 

reduced the coke deposition on the catalysts. Alvara and Rezaei used mesoporous nanocrystalline 

MgAl2O4 spinel powders with high surface area and the results showed that the synthesized powders 

could be considered promising as supports for nickel catalysts [38]. Alipour et al. [39] used MgO-

modified Ni/Al2O3 catalysts with different Ni loadings and investigated the effect of Ni loadings on the 

activity and coke formation of Ni/MgO-Al2O3 catalysts. The results obtained showed that increasing 

nickel loading decreased the BET surface area and increased the catalytic activity and amount of 

deposited carbon. Nanostructured Co–MgO mixed oxide catalysts with different cobalt contents have also 

been used by Mirzaei et al. [40]. BET analysis showed a high specific surface area and mesoporous 

structure (pore sizes < 15 nm) and TEM analysis indicated a nanostructure with crystallite sizes smaller 

than 10 nm for the prepared catalysts. The results obtained revealed that the catalyst with cobalt content 

of 10 wt.% had the highest activity and stability. However, searching through the available literature it 

becomes clear that alumina has been the most widely used catalyst support in the DRM due to its high 



  

specific area (which improves metal dispersion) and its mechanical and chemical resistance under 

reaction conditions. The drawback of using alumina is that it also induces the deposition of carbon 

[41,42]. 

In a previous study carried out by our group [43] using a lanthana modified commercial alumina support 

(MI 386 fromW.R. Grace), we confirmed that the basic character of lanthanum oxide (La2O3) has 

promotional effects for nickel based catalysts in the DRM. In separate work [44] we also argued that the 

modification of alumina with lanthana facilitates the dispersion of active species, strengthens the 

interactions between nickel species and support, increases the population of basic sites, and helps 

redistribute the acid sites in terms of strength and density. Promotional effects induced by the 

incorporation of lanthana into the alumina support have also been reported by other researchers. For 

example, Martinez et al. [45] argued that an increase in Ni dispersion in samples containing La leads to 

more metallic particles with diameters less than 10 nm that contribute to the catalytic conversion without 

producing large amounts of coke in filaments. Liu et al. [46] reported that the improved performance of 

nickel supported on lanthana-alumina catalysts with a La/Al ratio equal to 0.05 resulted at highly 

dispersed La species on the catalytic surface. Moreover, Slagtern et al. [47] reported that when lanthana is 

used in the support of DRM catalysts, CO2 is activated by La2O3 through the formation of La2O2CO3, 

which can eliminate the deposited carbon at the Ni-La2O3 interface by means of promoting coke 

oxidation.   

Despite all previous efforts, biogas dry reforming is not as yet an industrially mature process in large part 

due to the operational constraints exhibited by the various catalysts involved. As several studies have 

shown, satisfactory catalytic activity and stability are dictated in large part by active metal dispersion, 

adhesion to support and resistance to sintering, but also by low carbon formation. While a good catalyst 

cannot fully eliminate the formation of coke, it can favor the formation of more reactive intermediate 

carbonaceous species. It is further desirable to tackle the issue of catalyst design based on an 

understanding of its deactivation mechanism. For this purpose, an in depth analysis of the spent catalysts’ 

surface at various reaction temperatures by employing surface analysis techniques would be very useful, 

as the number of publications that include all these techniques is rather limited. 

Prompted by the above, we further expanded our studies on Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts using CH4/CO2 

mixtures with minimal dilution (as found in commercial applications in biogas utilization processes), and 

focused on investigating the correlation between catalytic deactivation and quantity and/or quality of 

deposited carbon, as a function of the applied conditions. To this purpose, we have conducted a number of 

stability tests at different reaction temperatures (600, 650, 700, 750, 800oC) and employed various 

techniques such as Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA/DTG), Raman spectroscopy, Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (STEM-HAADF and HR-TEM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) in 



  

order to characterize the coke deposited on the spent catalytic samples and also to monitor the evolution 

of Ni oxidation states with the reaction conditions.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Catalyst preparation and characterization 

The properties of the commercially available alumina (Akzo) and lanthanum-alumina (4 wt. % La2O3, 

W.R. Grace, MI-386) supports used herein, as well as details over the preparation method of the Ni 

catalysts, can be found in [43,44]. In short, the supports were sieved to 350-500 μm and calcined at 800oC 

for 4 h. The catalysts were prepared via the wet impregnation technique using a 0.17 M Ni(NO3)26H2O 

(Sigma Aldrich) aqueous solution to give catalysts with a Ni content of 8 wt. %. The water was 

evaporated from the slurries under continuous stirring at 75oC for 5h and the suspensions were dried at 

120oC for 12 h and calcined in air at 800oC for 4 h; these samples are denoted in this manuscript as 

“calcined” catalysts. For catalytic evaluation studies the samples were in-situ activated for 1 h at 800oC 

under pure H2 flow and are denoted herein as “reduced” catalysts.  

Detailed information regarding the characterization of catalytic samples prior to testing (i.e., calcined 

and/or reduced samples) have been already reported in [43,44]. In short: (i) total metal loading was 

determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES), (ii) Specific 

Surface Area was estimated using N2 adsorption/desorption and the multi-point Brunauer-Emmet-Teller 

(BET) method, (iii) crystalline structure was determined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), (iv) redox 

properties were measured by temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR), and (v) surface acidity-

bacidity was estimated by temperature programmed desorption (CO2-TPD and NH3-TPD). For the 

supports, the Point of Zero Charge (PZC) was determined using potentiometric Mass Titrations (PMTs), 

and XRD, BET and H2-TPR measurements were also performed. 

The amount of carbon deposited on the catalysts presented herein was measured with a thermogravimetric 

analyzer (TGA), on a Leco TGA701 instrument. The thermal decomposition process of the coke formed 

onto the spent catalysts was also obtained. In the procedure, ≈50 mg of the spent catalyst was subjected to 

TGA scan from room temperature (RT) to 1000oC at a heating rate of 10oC min-1 under a flow of dry air 

(3.5 L min-1). Curie point standards were utilized for the temperature calibration. 

The coke deposited on the spent catalytic samples was also characterized by Raman spectroscopy. Spectra 

were collected using a WITEC alpha300R micro-Raman system (RAMAN Imaging System WITEC 

alpha300R) with a 20× long distance objective (0.35 numerical aperture) in the back-scattering geometry 

with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm from an Ar+ ion laser (laser power set at 2 mW calibrated 

against a silicon standard). For each sample, at least three Raman spectra were collected in different areas 

to assess the homogeneity of the investigated material.  



  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement on the reduced and spent catalysts was carried 

out using a 200 kV G2 20 S-Twin Tecnai microscope with a LaB6 electron source fitted with a 

“SuperTwin®” objective lens allowing a point to point resolution of 0.24 nm. Energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) and high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM-HAADF) were performed on a Tecnai G2-F30 Field Emission Gun microscope with a super-twin 

lens and 0.2 nm point-to-point resolution and 0.1 nm line resolution operated at 300 kV. The HAADF 

detector enables the acquisition of STEM-HAADF images with atomic number contrast for high 

scattering angles of the electrons (Z-contrast). To prepare the samples for transmission electron 

microscopy studies, the catalyst powder was dispersed in milli-Q water. After 30 s in an ultrasonic bath, a 

drop of this suspension was applied to a copper grid (200 mesh) coated with carbon film, and allowed to 

dry in air. High Resolution TEM (HR-TEM) observations were carried out using a FEI TITAN3 image 

corrected (60−300 kV) TEM operated at 300 kV. To prepare the sample, the nanoparticle suspension was 

diluted with ethanol and sonicated for 30 s before casting 5 μL on a carbon TEM grid. 

XPS analyses of the spent catalytic samples presented herein were performed on a ThermoFisher 

Scientific Instruments (East Grinstead, UK) K-Alpha+ spectrometer. XPS spectra were acquired using a 

monochromated Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV). An X-ray spot of ~400 μm radius was employed. 

Survey spectra were acquired employing a Pass Energy of 200 eV. High resolution, core level spectra for 

all elements were acquired with a Pass Energy of 50 eV. Quantitative surface chemical analyses were 

calculated from the high resolution, core level spectra following the removal of a non-linear (Shirley) 

background. The manufacturers Avantage software was used, which incorporates the appropriate 

sensitivity factors and corrects for the electron energy analyzer transmission function.  

 

2.2 Catalytic tests 

The catalytic tests were performed at atmospheric pressure, using a continuous flow, stainless steel, fixed 

bed, tubular reactor. The gas mixture used as feed in the reactor inlet consisted of 55% CH4, 35% CO2 and 

10% Ar, corresponding to a CH4/CO2 molar ratio equal to 1.56. The experimental protocol used was 

designed in order to thoroughly investigate carbon deposition during the DRM reaction using reaction 

temperature and time-on-stream as variables. Thus, the progress of the DRM reaction (and carbon 

deposition) was investigated during short constant time-on-stream tests of 10 h at a constant WHSV equal 

to 40,000 mL g-1 h-1 (total flow rate was 100 mL min-1 and the catalyst weight 150 mg). The catalyst pre-

condition procedure involved in situ activation under a pure hydrogen flow (100 mL min-1) at 800oC for 1 

h. After the reduction procedure, the reactor was returned to the temperature of interest under He flow 

(100 mL min-1).  



  

Reactants and products were analyzed by on-line gas chromatography in a CG-Agilent 7890A gas 

chromatograph, with two columns in parallel, HP-Plot-Q (19095-Q04, 30 m length, 0.530 mm I.D.) and 

HP-Molesieve (19095P-MSO, 30 m length, 0.530 mm I.D.), equipped with TCD and FID detectors.  

The CH4 or CO2 conversions and H2 or CO yields were calculated by Eqs. (9), (10), (11) and (12), 

respectively: 
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where Fi,in or Fi,out is the flow rate of the component i in feed or effluent gas mixture. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Characterization results for fresh catalysts 

As mentioned above, the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts in their calcined and/or their reduced form were 

characterized by N2 adsorption/desorption, ICP, XRD, NH3-TPD, CO2-TPD and H2-TPR, while the 

calcined supports were characterized by PZC/PMT, XRD, BET and H2-TPR. The main findings of these 

characterization techniques will be summarized in this section, as they will be used below in explaining 

catalytic performance and/or carbon deposition; a detailed discussion can be found in [43,44].  

Regarding the supports, the determination of the Point of Zero Charge (PZC) confirmed the increased 

basic characteristics of LaAl (6.8 and 10.0 for the Al and LaAl, respectively), but XRD diffractograms, 

apart from showing the characteristic features of γ-Al2O3, failed to detect the La2O3 phase (indicating 

either high dispersion or an amorphous structure) and H2-TPR measurements revealed that neither of the 

supports had significant oxygen storage capacity (OSC) values. 

In regards to the reduced catalytic samples, measurements of metal loading by ICP showed comparable 

values for both samples (7.14 and 7.79 wt. % for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl, respectively). Further, the two 

samples also revealed similar specific surface areas (136 and 126 m2g-1), average pore diameters (20.1 

and 21.1 nm) and N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of Type IV(a), which are typical of mesoporous 



  

material with some macroporosity. However, the Ni/Al catalyst showed an H2(b) type hysteresis loop and 

the Ni/LaAl an H3 type hysteresis loop, while pore size distribution curves showed that for the Ni/Al 

sample, the majority of the population of pores were in the meso-range and the Ni/LaAl catalyst 

contained mainly meso, but also some macropores. Apart from γ-Al2O3, the XRD diffractograms of the 

reduced catalysts showed the formation of NiAl2O4 (attributed to the high calcination temperature), and 

the presence of low intensity peaks of metallic nickel, indicating the small size of the Ni particulates. As a 

number of recent works have shown the presence of nickel aluminate spinel can improve catalyst 

resistance to carbon deposition [48-50]. Moreover, Ni0 dispersion for the Ni/LaAl catalyst was almost 2.5 

times higher in comparison to the Ni/Al, which was attributed to the presence of La2O3 in the support. In 

addition, measurements regarding surface acidity-basicity showed an increase in the basic sites population 

(CO2-TPD) and a redistribution of the acid sites in terms of strength and density (NH3-TPD) for the 

Ni/LaAl catalyst. Moreover, the TPR results for the same catalyst showed strengthened metal-support 

interaction, as the reduction temperatures of the nickel species that are embedded in Ni–Al skeleton and 

strongly interact with the alumina support migrated to higher temperatures. 

Fig. 1 shows the TEM images (a,b), the particle size distribution histogram (d), STEM-HAADF images 

(e,f), and the EDS spectra (g) for the Ni/LaAl catalyst. It also shows the STEM-HAADF images (h), EDS 

spectra (i) and particle size distribution histogram (k) for the Ni/Al catalyst. Further, Fig. 1(c) and 1(j) 

show schematic diagrams of the catalyst structure for the Ni/LaAl and Ni/Al samples, respectively. For 

both catalysts the Ni0 particles appear to be of spherical morphology and to have a relatively uniform 

distribution on the respective supports. TEM analysis of the size distribution for the Ni/LaAl catalyst 

revealed the presence of particles distributed in a narrow range (5–16 nm) with a mean size of 10.3 nm 

(standard deviation, SD = 2.2nm), while for the Ni/Al sample the particles were distributed between 5-28 

nm with a mean size of 14.4 nm (SD = 4.5nm). Fig. 1(h) shows a Z-contrast scanning transmission 

electron microscopy image of Ni/Al catalyst and Ni nanoparticles (high brightness) are found 

homogenously distributed in the Al2O3 support. EDS analysis confirmed that the composition of the 

brighter regions was Ni (Fig. 1i). 

 

3.1 Characterization results for spent catalysts  

3.1.1 Textural characterization 

Fig. 2 presents N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and the pore size distribution curves of the Ni/Al and 

Ni/LaAl catalysts after reduction and reaction at 600, 700 and 800oC. For the pore size distribution 

curves, the BJH adsorption data was used. The isotherms for all samples are type IVa with a hysteresis 

loop indicating the presence of mesopores. It is known that the adsorption behavior in mesopores is 

determined by the adsorbent-adsorptive interactions and also by the interactions between the molecules in 



  

the condensed state. A typical feature of Type IV isotherms is a final saturation plateau, of variable length 

(sometimes reduced to a mere inflexion point). Especially for Type IVa isotherms, capillary condensation 

is accompanied by hysteresis occurring for pores wider than ∼ 4 nm) [51]. The hysteresis loop for the 

Ni/Al reduced sample is H2(b) type, indicating the pore connectivity with ink-bottle or channel-like pores 

which is characteristic for mesoporous materials. After reaction this loop was progressively transformed 

to an H3 type, typical for materials with pore network consisting of macropores which are not completely 

filled with pore condensate. On the other hand, for the Ni/LaAl samples (reduced and spent) the observed 

hysteresis loop is H3 type as the adsorption branch resembles a Type II isotherm and the lower limit of 

the desorption branch is normally located at the cavitation-induced p/p0.  

The pore size distribution curves show that for the Ni/Al samples these are of single modal type in the 

mesopore range, centered around 10 to 20 nm (reduced and used at 800oC) with a shift to the micropore 

range for the sample used at 600 and 700oC. On the contrary, for the Ni/LaAl samples a bimodal pore size 

distribution can be observed located in the meso-and macro-pore range. More importantly, for the spent 

catalysts there is a shift to larger mean diameter, indicating that a pore blogging exists at the meso-range. 

It can be suggested that for both spent catalysts (Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl) carbon deposition that occurred at 

the lower reaction temperatures (600 and 700 oC) covered the meso-pores’ (20-40nm) internal surface. 

Textural properties of the reduced and spent samples (Ni/Al, Ni/LaAl) including the specific surface area, 

pore volume and average pore width are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that the SSA of the spent 

Ni/Al catalysts decreased considerably, the average pore diameter was reduced from 20 to 15nm, whereas 

total porosity decreased significantly (especially for 600 and 700oC reaction temperature). For the 

Ni/LaAl samples an analogous loss in SSA after reaction can be observed, accompanied with a more 

rational decrease in the pore volume (ever for the lower reaction temperatures). This observation is an 

indication that most of the pores are still available (little pore blockage) suggesting lower carbon 

deposition and as a consequence higher long term stability of the Ni/LaAl catalyst. This finding will be 

further corroborated upon discussing the TGA, TEM, Raman and XPS results below.  

3.1.2 TGA/DTG analysis 

The carbon deposited on to the catalysts tested herein was examined by TGA and the derivative thermo-

gravimetric (DTG) graphs are presented in Fig. 3. As can be observed, the oxidation process appears to 

differ between the two samples. Specifically, for the Ni/Al spent catalyst the main thermal event is 

confined between 450-700oC for the samples tested at 600 and 650oC and expands up to 800oC for the 

samples tested at higher temperatures, i.e., the catalysts tested at 700, 750 and 800oC. In contrast, the 

main thermal event for the Ni/LaAl catalyst is found between 450-700oC irrespective of the temperatures 

under which the catalysts were tested. As is widely accepted, amorphous carbon combusts at temperatures 

between 200 and 500 °C, disordered structures such as carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes 



  

(CNTs) with some defects and/or different structural arrangements are burned between 500 and 600 °C, 

and more graphitic structures, such as multi wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with an almost perfect 

graphene sheet arrangement combust between 600 and 800 °C [52,53]. Thus, the DTG graphs presented 

herein indicate that amorphous, filamentous carbon (CNFs and CNTs) and graphene-like structures were 

deposited on the catalysts during the reaction however, higher fractions of graphitic structures were 

deposited on the Ni/Al catalyst, especially at higher reaction temperatures, as will be confirmed when 

discussing the Raman results presented below. An additional observation, also indicating higher fractions 

of graphitic structures on to the Ni/Al catalyst, is that the rate of carbon oxidation is lower in comparison 

to the Ni/LaAl catalyst. This enhanced degree of graphitization of the carbon deposited on the un-

promoted catalyst can most probably be attributed to its higher Ni crystallite size [44]. According to the 

literature amorphous and filamentous carbon deposits are better tolerated, as they are easier to remove by 

gasifying with O2. On the other hand, crystalline graphite is considered as the carbon form having the 

most adverse effect on catalytic performance as it acts like a shell on the catalyst covering layer by layer 

the nickel active sites [31,54]. Thus, this initial examination indicates that the addition of La2O3 leads to a 

less graphitic type of deposited carbon, which could provide a catalyst with longer term stability.  

 

3.1.3 Raman spectroscopy analysis 

Raman spectroscopy was used to help investigate the nature and the graphitization order characteristics of 

the carbon deposits formed onto the spent catalysts tested herein and the results are presented in Fig. 4 

(the corresponding fitting curves in the region of 800-3300 cm-1 are also depicted by red lines). Both 

samples (at all testing temperatures) show a first order region between 1000 and 2000 cm-1 and a second 

order region between 2300 and 3300 cm-1. The first order region is governed by two broad bands, i.e., the 

G-band, which appears between 1500 and 1600 cm-1, and the D-band located between 1300 and 1400 cm-

1. The former is related to the Raman-allowed phonon mode E2g and involves out-of phase intra-layer 

displacement in the graphene structure, while the latter relates to polycrystalline imperfect graphite 

[55,56]. Another disorder-induced Raman signal, known as D′-band, can be found around 1610 cm-1 and 

appears as a shoulder of the classical G-band. The D′ mode does not exist in pure graphite, but it is 

observed for graphitic defects or disordered carbons [57,58]. In the second-order region of the spectra, 

between 2300 cm-1 and 3300 cm-1, three main bands can be observed for the spent catalysts tested herein, 

i.e., the D” (2435 cm-1), 2D (2675 cm-1) and G+D (2900 cm-1). These correspond to overtones and 

combinations of the bands coming from the first order region. Specifically, the D” band can be attributed 

to the Raman-active first overtone of a Raman-inactive graphitic lattice vibration mode at ∼1220 cm-1, 

while the other two bands are also found in the spectrum of crystalline graphite and graphene. The most 

intense one is positioned around 2700 cm-1 (2D) and is typically found in graphite spectrums [59,60]. 



  

The deconvolution of the Raman spectra in all samples revealed that the G and D-band peaks were 

centered at 1565 and 1345 cm-1 and according to the literature [61,62], these peaks are characteristic of 

CNTs. The degree of crystallinity of the carbon formed during the biogas dry reforming reaction can also 

be gauged by the relative intensity of the D and G-bands (ID/IG), as smaller ID/IG values indicate higher 

crystallinity due to higher contribution of the graphitized carbon formed [63,64]. For the catalysts tested 

herein, it is clear that the degree of crystallinity increases with an increase of the reaction temperature 

however, it is significantly more pronounced for the Ni/Al catalyst. Specifically, the ID/IG ratio for the 

Ni/Al sample follows the order 1.32> 0.72> 0.45> 0.44> 0.35 and for the Ni/LaAl 1.42> 1.18> 1.06> 

0.98> 0.86 at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800oC, respectively. Thus, the Raman spectra for the Ni/Al and 

Ni/LaAl catalysts confirm the formation of different carbon structures on the used catalysts and hint that 

the fraction of different carbon types depends on the catalyst-support nature. Moreover, carbon deposition 

on the Ni/Al catalyst seems to mainly occur on the Ni surface leading to growth of graphitic carbon, 

which is mostly responsible for deactivation, as it acts like a shell covering the Ni active sites layer by 

layer. 

 

3.1.4 Electron microscopy analysis 

Fig. 5 show the TEM images of Ni/Al (a,b) and Ni/LaAl (c,d) spent catalysts, at 600 and 800oC, 

respectively. At 600oC (Fig 5a and c), both samples exhibit a tendency to form crystalline carbon 

allotrope structures in the shape of carbon nanotubes, as well as co-existent amorphous carbon (indicated 

by arrows and dashed circles). In both cases also the encapsulated Ni particles are depicted by red dashed 

circles. At 800 oC, amorphous carbon is absent on the Ni/Al catalyst (Fig. 5b) and encapsulated catalytic 

metallic nanoparticles can be observed. On the other hand, amorphous carbon can be observed on the 

modified system even at 800oC (Fig 5d) and as mentioned previously, this type of carbon can be more 

easily combusted during the catalytic reaction [16,65]. Moreover, at 800oC, the Ni/Al catalyst showed 

also the interesting finding of core-shell carbon coated nickel nanoparticles (16 graphitic sheets in the 

shell, Fig. 5b) that together with the highly graphitized CNTs formed, explain the excellent ID/IG ratios 

found by Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 6 shows the high resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images of Ni/Al (Fig. 

6a) and Ni/LaAl (Fig. 6b) used catalysts at 800oC. From the Raman spectra, both samples were expected 

to depict crystalline structures of carbon materials and the shape of Raman signals was associated with the 

specific morphology and geometry of multi-walled carbon nanotubes, as discussed previously. The 

morphology of the carbon deposits demonstrated by the HR-TEM images shows clearly a multitude of 

defects on the CNTs formed onto the Ni/LaAl system. These defects (depicted by red dashed circles) 

could be attributed to oxygen transferred and inserted in the graphitic lattice during CNT growth, which 



  

inhibits the formation of CNTs with continuous, straight walls [66] and are important as they are the 

favored sites of attack by oxidizing gases [52,60].  

 

3.1.5 XPS analysis 

Fig. 7a presents the Ni2p core level spectra of the NiAl catalyst following the catalytic reaction at 

different conditions in the 600-800 oC temperature range for 10h, aiming to monitor the evolution of Ni 

oxidation states with the reaction conditions. Table 1 gives the XPS peak binding energies and elemental 

surface concentrations for the same catalyst. Firstly, it should be noted that the Ni concentrations are 

below 0.5 at.% for all samples, due to the high concentrations of C, O and to a lesser extent Al. A low 

binding energy component corresponding to metallic Ni0 at around 853.0 eV can be observed in many of 

the Ni 2p spectra recorded at the different temperatures. However, a stronger peak, observed for 

temperatures 650–750°C occurs at a binding energy of 856.5-857.0 eV, corresponding to Ni2O3/NiAl2O4 

[67]. The carbon concentration on the surface, was found to be >90 at.% following the reaction at 600oC, 

and this high amount of carbon drops as the reaction temperature is elevated (Table 1). This can be 

attributed to an enhancement of carbon gasification reaction at higher temperatures, in addition to the 

inability of the Boudouard reaction occurring at these temperatures.  

Fig. 7b presents the Ni2p core level spectra for the Ni/LaAl catalyst. Firstly, it should be noted that the Ni 

2p region overlaps with the La 3d3/2 peak, which prevents any clear detailed interpretation. However, the 

Ni 2p peak shape and associated satellite structure is similar in many cases to that observed for the Ni/Al 

catalyst. Furthermore, despite the same Ni loading in the two catalysts herein, the La-modified catalyst 

exhibits higher surface Ni concentration compared to the La-free catalyst (Table 2). This is in agreement 

with the literature, where La, Ca and Mg addition as support modifiers have been reported to improve Ni 

dispersion [44,68,69]. Also, as the temperature of reaction increases to 800oC, the relative concentration 

of Ni0 compared to oxidized Ni is increased. When La is added to the catalyst the carbon contamination at 

600oC is lower (compared to the Ni/Al catalyst) and the drop of surface carbon as the temperature is 

raised is even more pronounced than before (Ni/Al catalyst case). This is in agreement with the fact that 

basic oxides favor carbon gasification reactions [70,71].  

The C 1s peaks for all spent catalytic samples (Figs. 8a and 8b) exhibited a peak shape typical of sp2 

hybridised carbon, confirmed by the D-parameter value (derived from the first derivative of the C KLL 

Auger peak in the XPS spectrum) [72] being 19.6 – 20.4 in all cases. These results are in accordance with 

the literature, as it has been reported that the carbon deposition can be significantly suppressed due to the 

interaction between Ni particles and lanthana species in Ni based Al2O3 catalyst modified by La2O3 

[44,73]. 

 



  

3.2 Catalytic stability 

The catalytic stability test results (10 hrs time-on-stream) for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl samples were 

conducted at five (5) different reaction temperatures (600, 650, 700, 750, 800oC), using a fresh catalytic 

sample for each experiment. The variations in the values of CH4 and CO2 during reaction conversion 

(XCH4 and XCO2) are depicted in Fig. 9, H2 and CO yield (YH2, YCO) in Fig. 10 and H2/CO molar ratio in 

Fig. 11. For the Ni/Al sample a sharp drop in the conversion and yield values can be observed for the first 

two hours of the reaction (except for the reaction at 800oC), leading to a loss of about half of its initial 

activity. On the other hand, the Ni/LaAl sample seems to deactivate at a more gradual rate and it appears 

to be more active and selective compared to the Ni/Al catalyst for all reaction temperatures. The 

differences between the catalysts seems to be more pronounced at T=750oC, in which temperature the 

Ni/LaAl catalyst has almost twice the values for both XCH4 (58.5%) and YH2 (60%) in comparison to the 

Ni/Al. It is noted that CH4 and CO2 conversion at all reaction temperatures for the Ni/LaAl catalyst are 

close to those predicted by thermodynamics [74]. 

Moreover, for both catalysts there is a decreasing trend to their final activity loss (after 10 hrs time-on-

stream) with an increase of the reaction temperature. Specifically, their activity loss (ΔX(CH4)%) ranges 

from 70% (600oC) to 20% (800oC) for the Ni/Al and from 40% (600oC) to 10% (800oC) for the Ni/LaAl. 

Since the values XCO2, YH2, YCO can be influenced by the RWGS reaction, it can be said that only the XCH4 

stands as a true measure of the DRM activity. As for the H2/CO molar ratio its values are almost constant 

in the time interval of the 10 h examined, except at the first 2h of operation in which elevated H2/CO 

values (up to 1) have been recorded. Elevated H2/CO values imply pronounced occurrence of the methane 

cracking reaction (Eq. 3) and/or Boudouard reaction (Eq. 4), which are the main reactions responsible for 

carbon deposition [74].  

Obviously, the catalytic behavior of Ni/LaAl and Ni/Al strongly differs in terms of stability. The Ni/LaAl 

exhibits a good durability in terms of conversion and selectivity, whereas Ni/Al gradually loses its 

activity in CH4 and CO2 conversion with a concomitant decrease of the H2 and CO yield. It should be 

mentioned here that catalysts undergo significant deactivation, due to the extremely severe experimental 

conditions that were applied, as an almost undiluted feed with a high CH4 to CO2 ratio (equal to 1.56) and 

WHSV equal to 40,000 mL g-1 h-1 were used for the time-on-stream experiments.  

The improved catalytic performance, concerning activity and H2 production of the Ni/LaAl sample can be 

attributed to the higher active phase (Ni0) surface concentration, as was evidenced by the XPS analysis 

results. It can be said that the modification of alumina with lanthana not only facilitates the active species 

dispersion and strengthens the interactions between Ni species and support, but also stabilizes the catalyst 

by maintaining the metallic nickel phase during the reaction. Furthermore, the increase in the population 



  

of basic sites contributes to catalyst’s stability, by facilitating the deposited carbon gasification due to the 

enhanced CO2 adsorption on its surface. 

 

3.3 Correlation between deactivation and the carbon deposited on the surface 

According to the literature, catalytic stability during DRM gets affected mainly by coking, but also 

depends on particle sintering, together with re-oxidation and hydroxylation of active species [54,75-77]. 

As discussed previously, carbon formation can occur through methane decomposition (Eq. 3), the 

Boudouard reaction (Eq. 4) and possibly, carbon monoxide hydrogenation (C+H2O ↔ CO+H2). Methane 

decomposition, as an endothermic reaction, is the key reaction for carbon deposition for feeds with 

CH4/CO2 higher than unity, as in our case, leading to increased H2 production and solid carbon 

deposition, even at high temperatures. In the temperature range of 550-675οC, the deposited coke can be 

produced via all coke forming reactions and as a result, it is the region where extensive coke formation 

can be expected [74].  

As mentioned above, the Ni/Al catalyst exhibits lower activity with time-on-stream, while the Ni/LaAl 

appears quite durable in terms of conversion and selectivity. This was somewhat expected as higher 

fractions of graphitic structures, considered to be difficult to oxidize, were deposited on the Ni/Al catalyst 

(TGA/DTG and Raman results). Moreover, with the presence of La2O3 on the catalytic surface, the 

carbon that was detected by XPS analysis on the used catalysts was lower for all reaction temperatures 

and the drop of surface carbon as the temperature was raised was even more pronounced than for the 

Ni/Al catalyst. More importantly, the existence of Ni in the Ni0 metal state for the Ni/LaAl catalyst is 

crucial in ensuring that the O species could react with the accumulated carbon on the Ni crystallites to 

produce CO, in order to prevent coverage of Ni crystallites with carbon [29]. It can be said that the 

stabilization of well-dispersed Ni0 within the alumina matrix is the key factor accounting for the 

significant long-term performance of the Ni/LaAl sample, in spite of the harsh experimental conditions 

(non-diluted feed) employed for the biogas reforming reaction [78]. Moreover, as presented at Table 1, 

both catalysts seem to be quite resistant to sintering, as the Ni0 mean crystallite size does not seem to 

change significantly between the reduced and the spent samples.  

The above findings are in accordance with the literature, as it has been reported that promoters such as 

La2O3 increase both the dispersion and the reducibility of the Ni supported catalysts [45,46,68]. 

Specifically, La aids in the removal of the carbon deposits more effectively by gasification, preventing 

catalytic deactivation that is caused by insufficient removal of carbon species from the surface of Ni 

particles and the formation of stable, graphitic carbon deposits, most likely covering the surface of metal 

[79,80]. 



  

In view of the high carbon contents in the spent Ni/Al samples (Table 1), such coke deposits are 

considered to be formed at a significant extent in the less basic alumina-based materials [81,82]. This can 

be interpreted in term of a faster overall process of CH4 decomposition and carbon polymerization 

compared to CO2 activation. On the contrary, the rates of carbon formation and gasification reactions 

seem to be of the same order on more basic Ni/LaAl catalysts. Even when carbon exists at a significant 

amount (Table 2), the coke deposits are present as nanotubes grown on few external isolated Ni0 

nanoparticles located at the surface of the alumina grains (Fig.6b). As a result, they are not detrimental to 

catalytic stability because they remain outside the pores, far away from the Ni0 nanoparticles that are kept 

occluded inside the pores, so are still accessible and active towards the reactants [83]. 

The different catalytic performance that was observed for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts could be 

interpreted by the specific reaction mechanism that has been proposed for the methane dry reforming 

reaction over Ni/La2O3 catalysts. In fact, it was suggested that CH4 activation and dissociation take place 

on the surface of Ni particles to form H2 and active carbon intermediate species [84]. On the other hand, 

CO2 adsorbs on La2O3 to form La2O2CO3 which can react with neighboring active carbonaceous 

intermediate species to produce CO and regenerate La2O3, completing the cycle between La2O2CO3 and 

La2O3. It should be also noticed that La2O2CO3 formed during reaction process may react with coke on 

the interface between nearby Ni particles and support [85,86]. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, the biogas dry reforming reaction for Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts was investigated 

using CH4/CO2 mixtures with minimal dilution. The work focuses on the correlation between deactivation 

and the quantity and/or quality of the deposited carbon. Stability tests at various reaction temperatures 

were conducted and techniques such as TGA/DTG, Raman, STEM-HAADF, HR-TEM and XPS were 

employed in order to characterize the coke deposited on the spent samples and to monitor the evolution of 

Ni oxidation states with the reaction conditions. From TGA/DTG and Raman results it was found that the 

degree of carbon crystallinity increases with increasing the reaction temperature, whereas the addition of 

La2O3 leads to a less graphitic type of deposited carbon, which could actually provide a catalyst with 

longer term stability. TEM analysis revealed that both samples exhibit a tendency to form graphitized 

carbon allotrope structures in the shape of carbon nanotubes, as well as co-existent amorphous carbon. 

The morphology of the carbon deposits demonstrated by the HR-TEM images showed clearly the defects 

of the CNTs formed onto the spent Ni/LaAl catalyst. 

From the XPS results it was noticed that the surface Ni concentrations was below 0.5 at.% for all cases, 

but the La-modified catalyst exhibited higher values compared to the un-modified sample. The carbon 

concentration on the surface was found to be >90 at.% following the reaction at 600oC, but this high 



  

amount of carbon dropped as the temperature was elevated. For all samples, metallic Ni0 was recorded, 

but a stronger peak corresponding to Ni2O3/NiAl2O4 was observed for the Ni/Al (650–750°C); as the 

temperature of reaction increased up to 800oC the relative concentration of Ni0 compared to oxidized Ni 

increased. For the Ni/LaAl sample, carbon deposition at 600oC was lower (compared to the Ni/Al) and the 

drop of surface carbon as the temperature increased, was even more pronounced than before (Ni/Al 

catalyst case). 

Stability tests confirmed that the Ni/LaAl sample deactivated at a more gradual rate and was more active 

and selective in comparison to the Ni/Al for all reaction temperatures. Specifically, the Ni/LaAl exhibited 

good durability in terms of conversion and selectivity, whereas the Ni/Al gradually lost its activity in CH4 

and CO2 conversion with a concomitant decrease of the H2 and CO yield. It can be concluded that the 

doping of Al2O3 with La2O3 stabilized the catalyst by: (a) maintaining the Ni0 phase during the reaction, 

due to higher dispersion and stronger active phase-support interactions and (b) facilitating the deposited 

carbon gasification due to the enhanced CO2 adsorption on its increased surface basic sites. As a result, 

higher fractions of graphitic structures, considered to be more difficult to oxidize, were deposited on the 

Ni/Al catalyst. More importantly, the existence of Ni in the Ni0 metal state for the Ni/LaAl catalyst seems 

to be crucial in ensuring that the O species could react with the accumulated carbon on the Ni crystallites 

to produce CO, in order to prevent coverage of Ni crystallites with carbon. 
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Fig. 1: (a,b) TEM images, (c) Scheme of the catalyst structure, (d) Particle size distribution histogram, 

(e,f) STEM-HAADF images with Z-contrast (heavy atoms have high brightness), (g) EDS spectra of 

areas marked in (f) for the Ni/LaAl catalyst; (h) STEM-HAADF images with Z-contrast, (i) EDS spectra 

of areas marked in (h), (j) Scheme of the catalyst structure, (k) Particle size distribution histogram for the 

Ni/Al catalyst. 

 

Fig 2. Pore size distribution and N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms (inset) of the reduced and spent 

catalysts at 600, 700 and 800oC. 

 

Fig. 3: DTG graphs of the spent Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts. 

 

Fig. 4: Raman spectra of spent Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts. 

 

Fig. 5: TEM images of spent Ni/Al (a,b) and Ni/LaAl (c,d) catalysts. 

 

Fig. 6: HR-TEM images of spent Ni/Al (a) and Ni/LaAl (b) catalyst. 

 

Fig. 7: The Ni2p region of the XPS spectra for the Ni/Al (a) and Ni/LaAl (b) spent catalysts.  

 

Fig. 8: The C 1s region of the XPS spectra for the Ni/Al (a) and Ni/LaAl (b) spent catalysts. 

 

Fig. 9: CH4 and CO2 conversion (%) for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts for stability tests conducted at 

different temperatures. 

 

Fig. 10: H2 and CO yield (%) for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts for stability tests conducted at different 

temperatures. 

 

Fig. 11: H2/CO molar ratio for the Ni/Al and Ni/LaAl catalysts for stability tests conducted at different 

temperatures. 
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Table 1: Specific surface area (SSA), pore volume, Average pore width and Ni0 mean crystallite 
size (as determined by TEM experiments) for the reduced and spent catalysts at 600, 700 and 800 oC 

 
Catalyst SSA 

(m
2
 g

-1
) 

Pore volume 

(cm
3
 /g) 

Av. pore width 

(nm) 

Ni
0
 mean 

crystallite 

size (nm) 

Ni/Al-r 136 0.32 20.1 14.4±4.5 
Ni/Al-600 118 0.08 15.7 17.3±4.3 
Ni/Al-700 83 0.06 15.5 n/a 

Ni/Al-800 98 0.18 15.8 15.2±6.1 
Ni/LaAl-r 126 0.43 21.1 10.3±2.2 
Ni/LaAl-600 117 0.22 15.8 12.0±5.6 
Ni/LaAl-700 97 0.16 16.2 n/a 

Ni/LaAl-800 81 0.26 17.2 10.1±6.1 
 

Note: r= reduced catalyst, n/a= not available 

 

Table 2: XPS peak binding energies and elemental surface concentrations for the Ni/Al catalyst at 
different reaction temperatures 

 
Catalyst/ 

Reaction 

temperature 

Peak Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

Concentration 

(at.%) 

Ni/Al – 600oC Al 2p 74.7 1.2 
C 1s 284.5 91.5 
Fe 2p 710.9 0.6 
O 1s 532.5 5.7 



  

Si 2p 103.6 1.0 
Ni/Al – 650oC Al 2p 74.9 3.8 

C 1s 284.5 86.6 
Ni 2p 856.5 0.1 
O 1s 532.1 8.9 
Si 2p 104.2 0.6 

Ni/Al – 700oC Al 2p 74.8 6.3 
C 1s 284.5 80.2 
Ni 2p 856.7 0.3 
O 1s 531.8 12.6 
Si 2p 104.1 0.6 

Ni/Al – 750oC Al 2p 75.0 12.6 
C 1s 284.5 65.6 
Ni 2p 857.1 0.3 
O 1s 532.0 21.5 

Ni/Al – 800oC Al 2p 74.9 11.9 
C 1s 284.5 66.4 
F 1s 685.6 0.2 

Ni 2p 852.9 0.2 
O 1s 532.0 20.9 
Si 2p 103.5 0.4 

 
 

 

Table 3: XPS peak binding energies and elemental surface concentrations for the Ni/LaAl catalyst at 
different reaction temperatures 

 
Catalyst/ 

Reaction 

temperature 

Peak Binding 

Energy 

(eV) 

Concentration 

(at.%) 

Ni/LaAl – 
600oC 

Al 2p 74.7 11.2 
C 1s 284.5 67.6 

La 3d5/2 839.4 0.2 
Ni 2p3/2 858.0 0.8 

O 1s 533.5 20.2 
Ni/LaAl – 
650oC 

Al 2p 74.6 4.6 
C 1s 284.5 85.3 

La 3d5/2 836.4 0.1 
Ni 2p3/2 856.4 0.4 

O 1s 531.6 9.6 
Ni/LaAl – 
700oC 

Al 2p 74.8 15.5 
C 1s 284.5 55.2 



  

La 3d5/2 836.9 0.2 
Ni 2p3/2 856.5 1.0 

O 1s 531.8 28.1 
Ni/LaAl – 
750oC 

Al 2p 75.9 13.4 
C 1s 284.5 60.9 
Cl 2p 199.3 0.3 

La 3d5/2 838.7 0.2 
Ni 2p3/2 856.6 0.7 

O 1s 533.9 24.5 
Ni/LaAl – 
800oC 

Al 2p 74.9 22.9 
C 1s 284.5 35.8 
Cl 2p 198.0 0.3 

La 3d5/2 836.9 0.4 
Ni 2p3/2 853.4 1.0 

O 1s 531.8 39.6 
 



  

Graphical abstract 
 

 

TEM image of the Ni/Al spent catalyst tested at 800oC for the biogas dry reforming reaction. The image 

clearly shows the formation of carbon nanotubes and core shell structures enclosing the nickel 

nanoparticles.  

 



  

Highlights 

 Ni/La3O3-Al2O3 catalyst deactivates at a more gradual rate than the Ni/Al2O3 

 The presence of La2O3 helps to maintain the Ni0 active phase during reaction 

 Higher Ni and lower C surface concentration for the modified catalyst at all T 

 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and amorphous carbon were formed over all samples 

 Less graphitic and more defective type of deposited carbon for the Ni/LaAl catalyst 

 

 


